LEGALS

Terms and conditions

- Information published on this website is provided in good faith and Rugby Area Yoga Society (RAYS) cannot be held responsible for errors or omissions
- Information might change without notice
- Teachers and therapists listed on the website are independent practitioners and members of RAYS. RAYS does not endorse the teachers or therapists listed
- Any agreement or contract you make with a listed teachers/therapists is between you and the teacher/therapist
- RAYS cannot enter into any communication or dispute between you and the teacher/therapist

Copyright

Rugby Area Yoga Society (RAYS) asserts copyright on the text contained in this website. No information contained here can be reproduced without prior permission of RAYs

Photographs and images

Certain photographs on this website are the copyright of RAYS. Other photographs are the copyright of Getty Images and RAYS have purchased the license to use these images on the RAYS website ONLY